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Abstract

A number of knowledge integration (KI) meth-
ods have recently been proposed to incorpo-
rate external knowledge into pretrained lan-
guage models (LMs). Even though knowledge-
enhanced LMs outperform base LMs on
knowledge-intensive tasks, the inner-workings
of these KI methods are not well-understood.
For instance, it is unclear which knowledge is
effectively integrated into knowledge-enhanced
LMs and which is not; and if such integra-
tion leads to catastrophic forgetting of already
learned knowledge. We show that existing
model interpretation methods such as linear
probes and prompts have some key limitations
in answering these questions. We revisit KI
from an information-theoretic view and pro-
pose a new theoretically sound probe called
Graph Convolution Simulator (GCS) for KI in-
terpretation. GCS uses graph attention on the
corresponding knowledge graph for interpreta-
tion. In our experiments we verify that GCS
can provide reasonable interpretation results
for two well-known knowledge-enhanced LMs:
ERNIE and K-Adapter. We also find that only a
marginal amount of knowledge is successfully
integrated in these models, and simply increas-
ing the size of the KI corpus may not lead to
better knowledge-enhanced LMs.1

1 Introduction

Pretrained language models (LMs) have become
the backbone of NLP. Recent work has shown that
linguistic knowledge is captured quite well in LMs
(Liu et al., 2019a; Jawahar et al., 2019). However,
LMs are much worse at capturing factual knowl-
edge about the world (Petroni et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2021b). This has led to the development of
a number of knowledge integration (KI) methods
which integrate external knowledge from knowl-
edge graphs (KGs) into LMs, leading to knowledge-

1Our code, demo, and instructions of the usage can be
found in https://github.com/yifan-h/GCS_KI

enhanced language models such as ERNIE (Zhang
et al., 2019) and K-Adapters (Wang et al., 2021a).

Even though enhanced LMs perform better on
knowledge-intensive tasks, there is little under-
standing of where this improvement comes from.
Which factual knowledge is successfully integrated
into the LM, and which kind of knowledge is not,
is not well-understood. As new knowledge is in-
tegrated in LMs, old knowledge could be catas-
trophically forgotten (Kirkpatrick et al., 2016). KI
could also lead to a situation called catastrophic
remembering (Kaushik et al., 2021), where the old
knowledge could prevent the integration of new
knowledge. Our understanding about these issues
is also limited.

An intuitive way to understand the KI process
could be to probe for factual knowledge in the base
LM and the enhanced LM respectively, and com-
pare their results for interpretation. However, we
find that because of the high variance of classifier-
based probes for KG prediction (Menon and Elkan,
2011; Li et al., 2016) and the significant human
effort required to verbalize knowledge graph facts
into templates (Petroni et al., 2019; Shin et al.,
2020), we cannot easily extend existing probe meth-
ods to interpret knowledge-integration in LMs (§3).

In this paper, we revisit the KI process and for-
mulate it with an information-theoretic view (§4).
We measure the factual knowledge encoded in
the LM by the mutual information (MI) between
the model representations and the KG (Hou and
Sachan, 2021). Now, the integration and forget-
ting of factual knowledge can be measured using
the difference in MI between the KG and the base
LM and the MI between the KG and the enhanced
LM. Based on this idea, we theoretically derive a
transformation composed of graph convolutions to
simulate and interpret this change in MI, leading to
our proposed probe, Graph Convolution Simulator
(GCS) (§5). The interpretation mechanism in GCS
is quite different from existing probe methods as
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Figure 1: Adaptations of two existing probe methods and GCS to interpret knowledge integration in language models. Probes
from left to right are: linear probe, prompt-based probe, and GCS. We can find that only GCS does not have the compare
operation, which can avoid introducing extra noise of interpretation results.

shown in Figure 1. GCS uses a graph attention
layer on the KG to simulate the MI change. Then,
it interprets KI from the information flow on the
KG using graph attention coefficients.

In our experiments (§6), we verify that GCS can
provide reasonable KI interpretation results. We
show that: (a) results of GCS have significantly
smaller variance compared to the linear probe, (b)
dropping knowledge identified as non-integrated
by GCS does not affect enhanced LMs’ perfor-
mance, and (c) enhanced LMs perform better on
samples that include knowledge identified as inte-
grated by GCS. In particular, we use GCS to under-
stand two well-known knowledge-enhanced LMs:
ERNIE (Zhang et al., 2019) and K-Adapter (Wang
et al., 2021a). Our findings are listed as follows.

• Both of them only integrate little new knowl-
edge (i.e., less than 30% knowledge triples
are successfully integrated). ERNIE is bet-
ter at integrating triples with high degree in
KGs, while K-Adapter integrates triples with
low-degree entities well.

• In our qualitative study, we find that enhanced
LMs do not integrate numbers and temporal
knowledge well, where only less than 0.01%
triples are successfully integrated.

• Finally, we find that there is no positive rela-
tionship between KI corpus size and KI qual-
ity. This suggests that merely building larger
corpus would not be enough, highlighting the
need for more fundamental advances in KI.

2 Preliminaries

KI methods. There are several approaches for KI.
KI in LMs can be implemented by aligning phrases
in text to entities (Peters et al., 2019; Zhang et al.,

2019) or triples (Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2021a) and incorporating corresponding entity or
the triple embeddings in the LM. KI methods also
include modifications to the Transformer architec-
ture (Peters et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020), verbaliz-
ing knowledge triples and using data augmentation
for finetuning (Agarwal et al., 2021), and designing
objective functions that predict the factual knowl-
edge (Yao et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021a).

Knowledge graphs. We assume that factual
knowledge for integration can be formulated as
a KG G = (V, E), where nodes vi ∈ V represent
entities, and edges in E represent relations between
them. Let Nvi denote the set of neighbors of node
vi, and ti denote the entity label corresponding
to the node vi. Further, let xi = LM(ti) denote
the entity (label) representations given by a LM2,
and X ∈ R|V|×d denote a matrix formed by stack-
ing all entity representations xi ∈ Rd. In this
paper, we only consider nodes and edges in the KG
and ignore other side information such as relation
weights, directions and labels3.

3 Unsuitability of Existing Probes for KI

Classifier probes (Alain and Bengio, 2017; Hewitt
and Liang, 2019) and prompt-based probes (e.g.
the LAMA probe) (Petroni et al., 2019; Shin et al.,
2020) are typically used to test for various kinds of
knowledge in LMs. Classifier probes train simple
(usually linear) classifiers to predict the linguistic
property of interest and the probe accuracy is used
for interpretation (Ribeiro et al., 2016; Hewitt and
Manning, 2019). However, simple classifiers are

2We represent each entity as the average of its word(-piece)
embeddings given by the LM as Hewitt and Manning (2019).

3Note that the relation label follows the power-law distri-
bution, and existing probe methods also can not support it well
as discussed in Appendix B
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not powerful enough to make reliable predictions
about large KGs (Menon and Elkan, 2011; Li et al.,
2016).4 Moreover, linear probes are also unable to
provide reasonable insights for LMs as they suffer
from high variance. If we use them to probe two
LMs and compare their results for KI interpretation,
variance of interpretation would further increase.
We provide empirical evidence later in §6.1.1.

Prompting is another popular way to understand
what factual knowledge LMs know. Prompts are
designed to let LMs solve text infilling problems,
and the prompt output is then used for interpreta-
tion (Petroni et al., 2019). However, people have to
manually design templates for factual knowledge to
be probed5, and the quality of templates is vital in
the overall prompt accuracy (Jiang et al., 2021; Li
et al., 2022). As KI methods often use large KGs
for integration, it would be infeasible to write a
large number of templates for all triples in KGs. To
address these issues, we introduce the GCS model
and its theoretical motivation behind.

4 Knowledge Integration Understanding

First, we revisit KI in LMs by formulating it in
an information-theoretic way. Then, we construct
transformations to simulate and interpret the KI
process. Notations are summarized in Appendix A.

4.1 Knowledge Integration Definition

We measure knowledge in LMs using mutual infor-
mation (MI) between the knowledge and the LM
representations (Hou and Sachan, 2021). We as-
sume that the local graph G(vi) contains all factual
knowledge regarding on vi, and successfully inte-
grated knowledge should be reflected in the entity
representations. Let x be a random variable that
takes values ranging over all possible entity repre-
sentations of a LM6, and g be a random variable
that ranges over all possible corresponding local
structures G(vi). Mutual information MI(x;g) can
be used to measure the amount of information in g
contained in x as

MI(x;g) = DKL(Pxg||Px ⊗ Pg),

4Note that if a more powerful probe model is used, it would
learn the task itself instead of probing the task as discussed
in (Hewitt and Manning, 2019; Pimentel et al., 2020)

5Even if existing prompt methods could learn the template
automatically (Shin et al., 2020), the training process could
also learn the task and provide unreliable probe results (Jiang
et al., 2021; Zhong et al., 2021; Cao et al., 2021).

6Here, the set of entity representations X ∈ R|V|×d can
be regarded as empirical samples from x.

which is equivalent to the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence between the joint distribution Pxg and
the product of the marginal distributions Px ⊗ Pg.
Next, we present a formal definition of KI.
Definition 4.1 (Knowledge Integration). Let x, h
denote random variables for entity representations
in the base LM and the enhanced LM, respectively.
The KI process can be formulated as a function
f such that h = f(x,g). Consequently, we as-
sume that the knowledge change during KI can be
measured using MI by: MI(x;g) → MI(h;g).

x gh

1 2 3 4 5

Figure 2: Venn diagram of KI. x
and h are random variables for en-
tity representations of base LM and
enhanced LM. g is the random vari-
able for the local graph structure.

Definition 4.1
can be intuitively
visualized by Fig-
ure 2. Ideally, if
most knowledge
is successfully in-
tegrated without
much forgetting
of the old knowl-
edge, regions 2
and 4 are large. We have MI(h;x) ≈ MI(x;x),
and MI(h;g) ≈ MI(g;g). If little new knowl-
edge has been integrated, i.e., catastrophic remem-
bering happens, region 4 is small, and we have
MI(h;g) ≈ MI(x;g). Similarly, if catastrophic
forgetting happens, region 2 is small and we have
MI(h;x)≈MI(x;g).

4.2 Knowledge Integration Simulation
Note that f in Definition 4.1 shows how KI hap-
pens and is an unknown ground-truth transforma-
tion that depends on many factors such as the base
LM, KI corpus, and KI methods. Thus, we pro-
pose an approximated transformation f ′ to fit f
such that it can simulate and approximate f with
high accuracy (§4.2.1). However, high accuracy
cannot promise interpretation. To interpret KI in a
fine-grained way, we propose another interpretable
transformation f ′′ such that it can be as close to f
as f ′ under the MI measurement (§4.2.2). Figure 3
briefly illustrates the idea. The shown black dashed
transformation (i.e., f ′) can simulate KI with ar-
bitrary accuracy. The solid red lines represent the
interpretable transformation (i.e., f ′′) using graph
convolutions, which could promise accuracy with
the MI measurement and it is interpretable. Below
we introduce details of the two transformations.

4.2.1 Approximated Transformation
Note that samples of g are non-Euclidean (local
graph structures) while samples of x and h are
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Figure 3: Illustration of the KI simulation. The part above the horizontal blue dashed line represents graph spectral domain
(i.e., KG space). GFT and RGFT are graph Fourier transformation and its inverse transformation. Black dashed arrows show
the approximated transformation (i.e., f ′), which can promise the approximation accuracy. Red arrows show the interpretable
transformation with graph convolutions (i.e., f ′′), which can promise the accuracy under the MI measurement and interpretability.

vectors. To understand how x is transformed to
h by integrating g, we first map x and h to a
new space related to g. Graph Fourier transform
(GFT) (Sandryhaila and Moura, 2014) can be used
to transform the entity representation x from the
spatial domain to the graph spectral domain (KG
space). We denote the transformation of x to the
KG space as GFT(x), and its inverse transforma-
tion as RGFT(GFT(x)) = x. Formal definition
can be found in Appendix C. Using GFT, we will
look at the change from x to h in the KG space,
and construct an approximated transformation to
simulate the KI process there.

Theorem 4.2 (Approximation). Given a base LM
and its enhanced LM, suppose that MI(x;g) <
MI(h;g). Then, for any ϵ > 0, there exists an
n-layer neural network NNn(·) such that

|f(x,g)− RGFT(NNn(GFT(x)))| < ϵ.

The proof can be found in Appendix D. Theo-
rem 4.2 shows that there exists an approximated
transformation composed of GFT and a neural net-
work that can simulate f with arbitrary accuracy.
However, the transformation f ′ cannot provide spe-
cific insights about spatial samples. For example,
it cannot show which set of knowledge triples con-
tribute to KI. Thus, to interpret KI, we develop a
new transformation which can promise both accu-
racy and interpretability.

4.2.2 Interpretable Transformation
In order to achieve an interpretable transformation
with high accuracy, we make use of the invariance
property of MI (Kraskov et al., 2004), i.e., the prop-
erty that bijective functions would not change the
MI. If we can change the metric in Theorem 4.2
from L1 norm to MI, and replace operations in

f ′(x,g) that change MI by other equivalent and
interpretable operations, we can obtain an inter-
pretable transformation to simulate KI.

Graph convolutions (Defferrard et al., 2016) are
often used to model the relational information in
KGs by filters (i.e., kernels), where entities aggre-
gate information from their neighbors and pass the
information based on the KG structure. Let GC(·)
denote the convolution operation on G. Formal
definition of GC can be found in Appendix C. If
we run graph convolutions with attention (Velick-
ovic et al., 2018), the information flow on graphs
can be indicated by attention coefficients (Zheng
et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2020), which can be used for
interpretation. Thus, we propose an interpretable
transformation to simulate KI process using graph
convolutions with attention mechanism.

Theorem 4.3 (Interpretation). Given a base LM
and its enhanced LM, let MI(x;g) < MI(h;g).
Denote that f ′(x,g) = RGFT(NNn(GFT(x))).
Let MLPb(·) denote the bijective MLP layer and
GC(·) denote the graph convolution on KG G.
There exists f ′′(x,g) = MLPb(GCn(MLPb(x))),
where GCn is composed of n repeat components
as MLPb(GC(·)), such that

MI(f ′′(x,g); f(x,g)) = MI(f ′(x,g); f(x,g)).

The proof can be found in Appendix E. Note that
the equality above becomes approximate equality
when graph filters are approximated filters. For
example, GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2017) as well
as its variants (e.g., GAT (Velickovic et al., 2018))
runs graph convolutions using localized first-order
approximated filters. Theorem 4.3 shows that we
can use graph convolution operations to gain inter-
pretability without the loss of MI. Assuming that
MI can be used to measure knowledge in LMs as
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defined before, the interpretable transformation in
Theorem 4.3 can promise accuracy as well.

4.3 Knowledge Integration Interpretation

As shown in Theorem 4.3, f ′′ is composed of n
graph convolution operations and n + 2 bijective
functions (bijective MLPs). Since MI does not
change with bijective functions, the information
change (i.e., MI(x;g) → MI(h;g)) can only hap-
pen in graph convolutions in f ′′(x,g). We then
use graph attention coefficients in the graph con-
volutions to interpret how the information flows
in a KG. Based on the information flow, we can
interpret the integration of knowledge triples.

…

…

…

1-hop 
neighbors

2-hop 
neighbors

self-loops

n-hop 
neighbors

Figure 4: Information flow on knowledge graph with respect
to the entity vi. Information from n-hop neighbors is aggre-
gated with n-th graph convolution. Here, the aggregation
number n corresponds to the number of layers of the neural
network NNn(·) in Theorem 4.3.

Figure 4 illustrates the information flow on KG
with respect to vi. Given a stacking of n graph con-
volutions, the i-th graph convolution aggregates
information from the i-hop neighbors. After the
transformation, vi keeps a1i,i (0 < a1i,i < 1) of its
original information, and aggregates 1−a1i,i of in-
formation from its n-hop neighbor entities. For ex-
ample, if n=2, the 2-hop neighbor vk contributes
a1i,j · a2j,k proportion of information to vi.

We now use the information flow for interpre-
tation, where attention coefficients on self-loops
can be used to show if catastrophic remembering
and catastrophic forgetting happened. For example,
given entity vi, if a1i,i≈0, it means entity vi did not
keep any information of itself from the base LM in
the enhanced LM, which means that catastrophic
forgetting happens to vi. Similarly, if a1i,i ≈ 1, it
means that catastrophic remembering happened to
vi. Attention coefficients on the triples can be used
to show if they are captured or not during KI. For
example in Figure 4, if a1i,j≈1, it means that from
the base LM to the enhanced LM, entity vi became
more closely associated with vj . This indicates that
the knowledge triple (vi, r, vj) is newly integrated
during KI. In our experiment, we regard knowl-

edge triples with a1i,j > 0.1 as integrated triples,
and others as non-integrated ones. Entities with
a1i,i < 0.1 imply that catastrophic forgetting hap-
pened, and correspondingly, a1i,i > 0.9 implies that
catastrophic remembering happened.7

5 Graph Convolution Simulator

So far, we have shown that there exists an inter-
pretable transformation that can simulate KI the-
oretically. Next, we describe how to optimize the
transformation (e.g., the MLP layers, and graph
convolution layers) and introduce a practical imple-
mentation of our final GCS probe model.

To implement the probe in practice, we make
three approximations in GCS: two in the model
design and one in optimization. We design ex-
periments in the next section to make sure that
GCS works well empirically. The transformation
as described in Theorem 4.3 is implemented by
bijective MLP layers and graph convolutional lay-
ers with attention. We show that if the weight
matrix in MLP is a square matrix, the function
is bijective. Formal description and proof are in
Appendix F. For graph convolutions with atten-
tion, we use approximated graph attention filters
similar to (Thekumparampil et al., 2018; Velick-
ovic et al., 2018) (Approximation 1). Then, we
assume that the knowledge being integrated in the
LM can be expressed as triples. In other words,
we do not consider multi-hop knowledge triples
(e.g., the 2-hop knowledge triple (vi, r, vk) in Fig-
ure 4) in KI. Thus, we design GCS on the simple
condition, where there is only one graph convolu-
tion operation (Approximation 2). Therefore, GCS
is designed as two bijective MLP layers and one
graph attention layer in between as:

GCSθ1(·) = MLP(GC(MLP(·))),

where MLP(·) is the bijective MLP layer and
GC(·) is the graph convolutional layer with atten-
tion on G. Given an entity vi and its neighbors Nvi ,
we can write the graph convolutional layer as8:

GC(xi) = σ


 ∑

vj∈Nvi
∪{vi}

ai,jW
V xj


 ,

ai,j = softmax
(
(WQxi) · (WKxj)

t

)
.

7Users may choose different thresholds. We heuristically
set these thresholds in our analysis for computational reasons.

8For notation simplicity, we define ai,j := a1
i,j .
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Here, xi is the entity representation of vi from the
base LM. The activation function σ(·) is ELU(·),
and W V is a weight matrix. ai,j is the attention
coefficient on the relation that connects vi and vj .
WQ and WK are two parameter matrices in the
graph attention. softmax(·) is the edge-wise soft-
max function with respect to node vi. The tempera-
ture t is a hyperparameter that controls the attention
distribution to be hard or soft.

We optimize GCS using the MI between its out-
puts and the entity representations from the en-
hanced LM:

L = −MI(GCSθ1(x);h). (1)

In practice, we maximize the compression lemma
lower bound of MI instead as introduced in Bel-
ghazi et al. (2018). More details can be found in
Appendix G.1. In practice, there may be a gap
between the ground-truth MI and the compression
lemma lower bound, and a stochastic optimization
(e.g., Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)) may not con-
verge to the optimal point. Thus, GCS may not fit
f ′′(x,g) perfectly (Approximation 3).

6 Experiments

We begin by reviewing ERNIE (Zhang et al., 2019)
and K-Adapter (Wang et al., 2021a). Knowledge
is integrated in entity-wise manner in ERNIE, and
triple-wise manner in K-Adapter.

ERNIE. ERNIE integrates knowledge into
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) using a Wikipedia cor-
pus and Wikidata KG. As no alignment is pro-
vided between sentences in the Wikipedia corpus
and entities in the Wikipedia KG, ERNIE uses
TAGME (Ferragina and Scaiella, 2010) to extract
entity mentions in sentences and aligns them with
corresponding entities in KGs. A new objective is
designed for KI in addition to the standard MLM
and NSP objectives: alignments in the input text
are randomly masked, and the model is asked to
select aligned entities from KGs. When ERNIE
finds the aligned entity, its KG embedding obtained
from Bordes et al. (2013) is integrated into the hid-
den representations of BERT.

K-Adapter. K-Adapter takes RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019b) as the base LM and inserts three new
layers into RoBERTa to integrate factual knowl-
edge. The final output is concatenated with the out-
put of RoBERTa.9 During the integration, parame-

9Note that here we only consider factual knowledge, thus,
the linguistic Adapter is not used.

ters of RoBERTa are frozen, only parameters in the
adapter are updated. K-Adapter uses the T-REx-
rc (Elsahar et al., 2018) dataset for KI, which has an
alignment of sentences with knowledge triples in
Wikidata. For the KI objective, K-Adapter decides
whether certain relations exist or not, and classifies
relation labels given the aligned sentence.

6.1 GCS Verification

Next, we design a set of experiments to show that
GCS can provide reasonable interpretations for
KI. We first compare GCS with the linear probe
with respect to variance of the interpretation results
(§6.1.1). We show that the linear probe does not
work in interpreting KI, but GCS can provide sta-
ble interpretations. Then, we verify GCS based on
the KG used in KI (§6.1.2). We drop knowledge
triples that are identified as non-integrated by GCS
during KI and show that it would not affect the
performance of enhanced LMs. Third, we verify
GCS based on the downstream tasks (§6.1.3). We
show that enhanced LMs perform well on the test
samples that contain integrated knowledge triples
that are identified by GCS, and vice versa.

6.1.1 Variance of interpretation results
As alluded to earlier, linear probes do not work for
large-scale factual knowledge interpretation. We
support this claim by evaluating the variance of
interpretation results. We use the entropy of probe
results to test if the interpretation is stable.

Setting. We run a linear probe and GCS to detect
if a knowledge triple is integrated or non-integrated
100 times with different random seeds.10 We calcu-
late the entropy of these results to estimate the
probe variance. If a triple is classified as “un-
learned” in the base LM but “learned” in the en-
hanced LM, we regard it as integrated and if it is
classified as “unlearned” in both base LM and en-
hanced LM, we say the triple is non-integrated. For
GCS, as introduced in §4.3, if the attention coeffi-
cient for the triple is larger than 0.1, it is deemed
as integrated, else not.

Results. A histogram of the entropy of all the
entities is shown in Figure 5. For a random guess
strategy, the entropy of most knowledge triples is
around 1, which means the results are highly unsta-
ble. For the linear probe, we find that only 10% of

10We use 2-fold cross validation for interpretation, where
knowledge triples are randomly split into two even parts for
training and testing.
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Figure 5: The histogram of entropy for all entities (K-Adapter), where x-axis shows the entropy value and y-axis shows the
empirical probability (i.e., frequency) of entities. The random guess strategy is also included for comparison. We can find that
the KI interpretation results using linear probes have fairly large variance, which are similar to the results of random guessing.
But our GCS can provide stable interpretations.

knowledge triples are interpreted in a stable manner.
The other 90% triples have large entropy (their in-
terpretation is similar to random guessing). On the
other hand, for GCS, most knowledge triples have
stable interpretation results. This shows that GCS
can indeed provide more reliable interpretations.

6.1.2 Verification via the KI corpus
As our second verification experiment, we only
use the factual knowledge that is identified as inte-
grated by GCS to enhance BERT and RoBERTa to
get ERNIE (drop-UE) and K-Adapter (drop-UE).
Then we judge if the GCS interpretation was rea-
sonable using two downstream tasks, where en-
hanced LMs outperform base LMs most signifi-
cantly. If GCS can interpret the KI process well,
the performance of the drop-UE versions should be
roughly the same as that of ERNIE/K-Adapter.

Setting. This experiment comprises of three
steps. First, we use GCS to interpret the KI process
in ERNIE and K-Adapter, and identify triples or
entities that are integrated successfully. Second, we
re-enhance BERT/RoBERTa to get ERNIE (drop-
UE) / K-Adapter (drop-UE) only using the enti-
ties/triples that are identified as integrated. Third,
we finetune ERNIE/K-Adapter and their drop-UE
versions on two downstream tasks.

After we get our interpretation results, we only
keep the KI corpus aligned with the integrated
knowledge.11 We finetune the models on two down-
stream tasks about entity typing: OpenEntity (Choi
et al., 2018) and FIGER (Ling et al., 2015). Imple-
mentation details of GCS, ERNIE, and K-Adapter
can be found in Appendix G.1 and Appendix G.2.

Results. From Table 1, we find that even if we
drop a large amount of KI data in this way, the

11We only keep 61.72% entity embeddings (obtained
by Bordes et al. (2013)) for ERNIE (drop-UE), and 10.09%
KI corpus (i.e., natural sentences) for K-Adapter (drop-UE).
Detailed statistics are in Table 6 in Appendix H.

Table 1: Performance of ERNIE, K-Adapter and their drop-
UE versions on the entity typing downstream tasks. We can
find that dropping a large amount of non-integrated knowl-
edge would not affect enhanced LMs’ performance much on
knowledge-intensive downstream tasks.

Model
OpenEntity FIGER

P R F1-Micro P R F1-Micro

ERNIE 78.24 68.75 73.19 77.39 65.81 71.13
ERNIE (drop-UE) 78.11 71.43 74.62 ↑ 77.38 64.90 70.60 ↓

K-Adapter 76.63 75.26 75.94 67.50 88.79 76.69
K-Adapter (drop-UE) 75.95 75.95 75.95 ↑ 67.29 88.88 76.59 ↓
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Figure 6: Performance of BERT, RoBERTa, ERNIE, K-
Adapter, and their dropped versions on the FIGER dataset.
We can find that even if there are negative effects on the per-
formance, they are marginal that can be ignored.

performance of drop-UE versions on entity typ-
ing task is roughly the same as original versions.
For the OpenEntity dataset, better performance is
achieved. For the FIGER dataset, the performance
of drop-UE versions is slightly worse. We also
report the performance of BERT, RoBERTa, and
two drop-IE12 versions in Figure 6. We find that
compared to dropping KI corpus aligned with in-
tegrated knowledge, dropping KI corpus aligned
with non-integrated knowledge achieves much bet-
ter performance. Thus, we verify that GCS pro-
vides reasonable interpretations.

6.1.3 Verification via the downstream task
We use the performance of ERNIE and K-Adapter
on downstream tasks to verify GCS. If GCS can
reasonably interpret KI, enhanced LMs should per-
form better on the test set with samples aligned
with the integrated knowledge, and vice versa.

12The drop-IE versions mean that we drop the subset
aligned with integrated factual knowledge identified by GCS
and use the rest to enhance BERT and RoBERTa .
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Setting. We first align entities in the KI corpus
and the OpenEntity dataset based on their Wikidata
Q identifier.13 For the entity typing task (OpenEn-
tity dataset), we drop samples in the finetuning test
set that aligns with the integrated knowledge and
non-integrated entities (called w/o-IE test set and
w/o-UE test set), and test ERNIE and K-Adapter
on the two dropped test sets. Detailed statistics can
be found in the Table 7 in Appendix H.
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Figure 7: Performance of BERT, RoBERTa, ERNIE, K-
Adapter on the OpenEntity dataset for different test sets (origi-
nal versions and dropped versions). We can find that enhanced
LMs perform better on test samples that contain successfully
integrated knowledge.

Results. As shown in Figure 7, we find that for
ERNIE, the difference is significant. The perfor-
mance on the test set (w/o-IE) is more than 20 F1
points worse than that on the complete test set (all).
For K-Adapter, there is a drop in F1 on the w/o-IE
set and increase in F1 on the w/o-UE set (albeit
small). We hypothesize that this may be because
of the differences in the finetuning objective and
the KI objective14, and because the knowledge inte-
grated in K-Adapter may change during finetuning.
These results show that GCS can reasonably inter-
pret which set of knowledge is integrated.

6.2 GCS Findings
After verifying GCS with three set of experiments,
we analyze the interpretation results. We find that
both ERNIE and K-Adapter integrate only few
knowledge triples (≈ 20− 30%). Detailed results
can be found in Figure 11 in Appendix H. Next, we
classify the factual knowledge based on its relation
types (in terms of their topology type and Wiki
data type) and analyze how ERNIE and K-Adapter
integrate knowledge with certain relation types.

6.2.1 Analysis via relation topology
We classify relations into three types based on their
topology features. Following previous work (Bor-
des et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2020), we denote rela-

13https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q43649390
14K-Adapter integrates knowledge in a triple-wise manner

only using a small amount of adapter parameters.
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Figure 8: Analysis of KI interpretation results in terms of
different relation topology. We can find that the degree of
knowledge (types) integration is different for enhanced LMs
using different KI methods.

tions that connect two leaf nodes (entities) in the
KG as 1−1 relations, and relations that connect
two center nodes (entities) in the KG as N−M
relations. Others are denoted as N−1 relations. An
example can be found in Figure 12 in Appendix H.
We perform an analysis in terms of different types
of relations and report the percentage of success-
fully integrated entities and triples for ERNIE and
K-Adapter. For each relation type, we also present
the percentage of connected entities that are catas-
trophically remembered or forgotten (CR and CF).

Figure 8 presents the results, and detailed statis-
tics can be found in Table 8 in Appendix H. We find
that for ERNIE, entities connected with complex
relations (i.e., N−M relations) are captured well.
However, K-Adapter shows different behaviors. It
captures triples with simple relations (i.e., 1−1
and N−1 relations) well. Note that ERNIE uses
graph embeddings provided by the specially de-
signed model (Bordes et al., 2013) for KI, while K-
Adapter integrates knowledge into dedicated feed-
forward networks called adapters. This implies that
structures are not well encoded into classic adapter
modules, and we may need a better approach to
integrate knowledge with complex structures into
neural modules. Besides, we find that for both
ERNIE and K-Adapter, CR happens more often to
entities in simple structures (i.e., N−1 relations),
while CF is more common for entities in complex
structures (i.e., connected to N −M relations).

6.2.2 Analysis via relation’s Wiki features
For further analysis, we select six relations aligned
with roughly the same number of sentences in the
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Table 2: Analysis of KI interpretations via different relation
labels for the T-REx-rc dataset (KI corpus used by K-Adapter).
We can find that temporal knowledge is hard to get integrated.

Relation label
T-REx-rc

Wiki Count Wiki data type Integrated triple

place of birth (LF) 2,850,424 Wikibase item 10.95%
part of (LF) 4,164,470 Wikibase item 17.25%

date of death (TR) 2,637,358 Time <0.01%
date of birth (TR) 5,294,649 Time <0.01%

located in the administrative
10,776,120 Wikibase item 6.13%

territorial (HF)
country (HF) 14,174,811 Wikibase item 0.12%

Total - - 10.09%

T-REx-rc dataset15 and categorize them into three
groups based on the Wiki Count and Wiki data
type16: low-frequency (LF) relations, time-related
(TR) relations, and high-frequency (HF) relations.
From Table 2, we find that even if LF relations
have roughly the same Wiki Count as TR relations,
the temporal knowledge still cannot be integrated
by K-Adapter. We speculate that this is because
Transformer encoders do not capture information
about time well (Dhingra et al., 2021; Zhou et al.,
2021). When comparing LF relations and HF re-
lations, we find that if relations have small Wiki
Count, knowledge triples are easily captured.

Table 3: Examples of triples in the T-REx-rc dataset (KI
corpus used by K-Adapter) with attention coefficients.

Knowledge triple Attention coefficient

(Adam Smith, place of birth, Kirkcaldy) 1.079× 10−1

(Lake Huron, part of, Great Lakes) 1.742× 10−1

(Jean-Jacques Rousseau, date of death, 02 July 1778) 1.729× 10−25

(Barack Obama, date of birth, 04 August 1961) 6.827× 10−31

(Mauna Kea Observatory,
6.044× 10−2

located in the administrative territorial, Hawaii)
(China, country, Mahalangur Himal) 1.250× 10−3

Randomly picked examples of knowledge triples
are given in Table 3. We can find that for TR rela-
tions, they connect entities composed of numbers.
The poor performance of language models in han-
dling numbers (Wallace et al., 2019) provides an
alternative explanation for the observation that K-
Adapter does not integrate triples with TR relations.
For triples with LF and HF relations, we find that
some entities connected to HF relations are very
common (e.g, entity “China” is in the complex KG
structure) compared to those connected to LF rela-
tions. These results are consistent with our findings
in Figure 8 that knowledge of popular entities is
not integrated.

15Statistics are in Table 9 in Appendix H
16See the Wikipedia page for more details.

6.2.3 Can we further improve the KI quality?

Finally, we attempt to answer the question: can
we simply improve the quality of KI by increasing
the amount of our aligned training corpora? Intu-
itively, repeatedly learning a knowledge triple with
several aligned sentences could increase the possi-
bility of successful integration of this knowledge.
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Figure 9: The correlation between the attention coefficient
of the knowledge triple and its aligned sentence number in
T-REx-rc dataset. We can find that there is no correlation
between them, which means simply increasing the KI corpus
could not be helpful for better KI quality.

We answer this question by calculating correla-
tion between the attention coefficients (i.e., success
ratio of integration) for K-Adapter and number of
aligned sentences (i.e., size of KI corpus) for knowl-
edge triples in the T-REx-rc dataset. Surprisingly,
we find that this Pearson correlation is −0.0055
(Figure 9). This shows that there is no apparent
positive relationship between the KI quality and
the size of the KI dataset. It suggests that simply
increasing the size of the aligned dataset alone may
not improve KI and we might need more funda-
mental advances to push the state-of-the-art in KI.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, through a series of theoretical re-
sults, we derived an information-theoretic probe
that uses attention over knowledge graphs to in-
terpret the knowledge integration process in LMs.
In our experiments, we verified our probe model
and used it to understand what knowledge has been
integrated in two existing knowledge-enhanced lan-
guage models, leading to some new findings about
these models. We hope that our probe model would
aid in better understanding and informed design of
knowledge integration approaches for LMs. We
have published the code and the demo to help users
easily implement GCS for their own knowledge-
enhanced LM interpretation.
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Limitations

There are some limitations of our work. We sim-
plify the KG without considering relation infor-
mation such as labels, since existing graph neural
networks (e.g., R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018))
still cannot handle such large number of imbal-
anced distributed relations. These can be consid-
ered by future works. Besides, GCS only provides
a way to interpret the knowledge integration. Once
we have an understanding of the it, improving the
integration quality still remains challenging.

Reproducibility Statement

We have published the code, the demo, and the
interpretation results. The design of GCS can be
found in §5. The implementation details about the
knowledge integration for K-Adapter and ERNIE
can be found in Appendix G.2, and details about
GCS can be found in Appendix G.1.

Ethics Statement

While our probe models are not tuned for any spe-
cific real-world application, our methods could be
used in sensitive contexts such as legal or health-
care settings; and it is essential that any work
that builds on our approaches undertake extensive
quality-assurance and robustness testing before us-
ing it in their setting.
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A Notations

The notations can be found in the below table.

B Relation Distribution

We present the features of relation label distribution
using two real KGs used for integration in ERNIE
and K-Adapter, and we briefly illustrate that exist-
ing probe methods cannot support the relation label
well.
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Figure 10: The distribution of relations with respect to number
in two KGs used in KI for ERNIE and K-Adapter.

• The number of relations is large. The KG
used in ERNIE has 594 distinct relations and
the KG used in K-Adapter has 410 distinct re-
lations. As for probes, if we differentiate them
but use shared parameters such as the linear
probe, the probe task is to predict whether the
relation exist and if yes, which relation label it
is. There is no wonder that using simple linear
model cannot handle such difficult task with
that large number of labels for classification.
Regarding prompt probe, for each KG, the
template for each relation should be manually
created by human, and it is fairly costly.

If we use different sets of parameters for dif-
ferent relations like in RGCN (Schlichtkrull
et al., 2018). It is hard to implement hundreds

or thousands of sets of parameters to analyze
KI. For example, in our GCS model, we have
to include attention mechanism for interpreta-
tion. The number of parameters for attention
mechanism is hard to be scaled to 400− 600
times. Even if we can address this technical
issue, using such as complex probe model for
analysis is also problematic.

• The distribution of relation number is
highly imbalanced. As shown in Figure 10,
we can see that the distribution (i.e., PDF)
of relations is very imbalanced. For ERNIE,
10% relations account for 93% edges, and 5
relations (around 1%) account for 50% edges.
For K-Adapter, 10% relations account for
78% edges, and 5 relations (around 1%) ac-
count for 29% edges. Simply treating rela-
tions in different ways in interpretation could
also provide problematic results. For example,
in the linear probe, the simple linear model
could not handle such highly imbalanced la-
bels for classification.

C Formal Definitions of GFT and Graph
Convolutions

Formal Definition of GFT. Specifically, given a
KG denoted as G, let A ∈ R|V|×|V| be its sym-
metric adjacency matrix corresponding to G. Let
Ln = I − D−1/2AD−1/2 denote the normal-
ized Laplacian matrix for G, where D denotes
the degree matrix. We do the eigendecomposi-
tion for Ln as Ln = UΛUT , where U is the
matrix of eigenvectors ordered by eigenvalues and
Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λN ) is the diagonal matrix
of eigenvalues. Consider the node feature matrix
as X . The GFT can be written as GFT(X) =
UTX , and the inverse GFT can be written as
RGFT(GFT(X)) = UGFT(X) = UUTX =
X .
Formal Definition of Graph Convolutions.
Graph convolutions (Bruna et al., 2014) can be
implemented by filters (i.e., kernels) as gΘ in the
graph spectral domain (i.e., KG space). As the GFT
of the convolution of gΘ and X is the pointwise
product of their GFT (Bracewell and Bracewell,
1986), the convolution can be written as

GC(X) = gΘ ⋆X = RGFT(gΘ ·GFT(X)).

Regarding graph filters, Velickovic et al. (2018) and
Thekumparampil et al. (2018) introduce the atten-
tion mechanism to them, where the contribution of
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Table 4: Notations and their descriptions

Notation Description

G The knowledge graph for KI
V The set of entities/nodes of KG
E The set of edges of KG
vi The entity/node indexed as i in the KG
ti The entity label attached on vi

LM(·) The language model, where the input is entity text, and the output is its representation
Nvi The set of neighbors (entities/nodes) connected to vi
G(vi) The local graph structure in terms of vi
x The random variable of the entity representation
xi The entity representations of vi
g The random variable of the local graph structure

MI(·; ·) The mutual information between two random variables
A The adjacency matrix of KG
|V| The number of entities/nodes in KG
R The set of real numbers
I The identity matrix
D The degree matrix of KG
Ln The normalized Laplacian matrix

diag(·) The diagonalization operation
U The matrix of eigenvectors
Λ The diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
λi The i-th eigenvalue
X The set of entity representations in terms of V

C or d The dimension of entity representations; The number of channels
GFT(·) The graph Fourier transformation
RGFT(·) The inverse graph Fourier transformation

gΘ The graph filter parameterized by parameter Θ
H The entity representations given by a knowledge-enhanced LM
h The random variable of the entity representation given by a knowledge-enhanced LM

f(·, ·) The mapping that can transform x to h with g
ϵ The error of the approximation

sigmoid(x) The Sigmoid function sigmoid(·) = 1
1+e−x

n The number of layers of the neural network for apporximation
W The weight matrix
x The input vector
b The bias (in the weight matrix)
λ′
0 The minimum eigenvalue of the weight matrix W

MLPb(·) The bijective MLP function
GC(·) The graph convolution function with respect to KG G
GCSθ1 The GCS model parameterized by θ1

L The loss function (objective) of the optimization
Z The output of GCS, i.e., set of output entity representations
z The random variable of the output of GCS
sup The supremum value
T A class of functions
F Any class of functions
Ω The domain of a function
Tθ2 A class of functions parameterized by θ2, i.e., neural networks
P The probability distribution

P|V| The empirical distribution with |V| samples
NNσ(·|θ′) The neural network with activation function σ(·) and parameterized by θ′

|U | The norm of matrix U
An The normalized adjacency matrix
X̂ The ground-truth entity representations/node features
X̂∗ The variable matrix

Tr(·) The trace of a matrix
ϵ1, ϵ2 The error bound of entity representations/node features and adjacency matrix
γ The Lagrangian multiplier

p(t) The characteristic polynomial for weight matrix W
det(·) The determinant of a matrix
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each edge to the convolution can be shown explic-
itly. Graph attention makes filters more powerful
and convolutions more interpretable (Velickovic
et al., 2018; Thekumparampil et al., 2018; Fu et al.,
2020; Zheng et al., 2020).

D Proof of Theorem 4.2

Proof. As aforementioned, the graph Fourier trans-
formation GFT(·) and its inverse transformation
RGFT(·) in terms of the KG G can be written as

GFT(X) = UTX

RGFT(GFT(X)) = UGFT(X) = UUTX = X.

The second equation can be derived since U is the
set of eigenvectors of the normalized Laplacian
matrix in terms of G, which is orthogonal.

According to the universal approximation theo-
rem (Cybenko, 1992), in general, we can use one-
layer neural networks (arbitrary width) with the
sigmoid activation function to fit any functions.
Ohn and Kim (2019) bound the approximation with
both the width and depth, and supports more acti-
vation functions. Based on the conclusion of Ohn
and Kim (2019), we know that given a mapping
g′(·), for any ϵ′ > 0, there exists a neural network
parameterized by θ′ s.t.

|g′(·)−NNσ(·|θ′)| < ϵ′.

Note that there are some constraints about the input
and the model architecture, i.e., layer width. We
leave out those details for simplicity since we only
focus on the existence.

Since h is obtained by integrating g into x, we
can simplify the mapping in the graph spectral
space by researching on the transformation from
GFT(x) to GFT(h).17 Assume the mapping sat-
isfies g′(GFT(x)) = GFT(h). Then we have

|g′(GFT(x))−NNσ(GFT(x)|θ′)| < ϵ′.

Consider that we have f(x,g) = h =
RGFT(g′(GFT(x))). If we assign ϵ′ = ϵ

|U | > 0,
we have

|U | · |g′(GFT(x))−NNσ(GFT(x)|θ′)| < ϵ.

Since we know that

U · g′(GFT(x)) = RGFT(g′(GFT(x))) = h = f(x,g),

17In next proof, we illustrate that the linear transforma-
tion in the graph spectral space is graph convolution, which
integrates the graph information into entities. Thus, in the
graph spectral space, we do not need to regard g as an input.
More formally description can be found in Chen et al. (2019);
Keriven and Peyré (2019).

we have

|f(x,g)− RGFT(NN(GFT(x)))|
< |U | · |g′(GFT(x))−NNσ(GFT(x)|θ′)| < ϵ,

where NN(·) is parameterized by θ′ with activation
function σ as NNσ(·|θ′). And without loss of gen-
erality, we assume it is composed of n layers.

E Proof of Theorem 4.3

According to the invariance property of
MI (Kraskov et al., 2004), the introduction
of bijective functions does not introduce any new
information – MI remains unchanged upon the
introduction of bijective functions. We know that
GFT and RGFT are both bijective (Appendix E.1).
We show that nonlinear activation functions in
a neural network (e.g., sigmoid(·)) are bijective
as well (Appendix E.1). Thus, the MI change
in the KI process can only happen in the linear
function (Appendix E.2). Based on the convolution
theorem (Bracewell and Bracewell, 1986), linear
functions in graph spectral domain are graph
convolution operations (Sandryhaila and Moura,
2014; Bruna et al., 2014; Kipf and Welling, 2017)
(Appendix E.3). Consider that the graph attention
can show how the information flow on graphs
during the convolution (Zheng et al., 2020; Fu
et al., 2020) (Appendix E.4). Thus, we can
use graph convolutions in the transformation to
interpret the KI process.

Proof. We present the proof with 4 steps below.

E.1 Step 1
GFT(·), RGFT(·), and sigmoid(·) are bijective.
Given two entity representations xi, xj and the
matrix of eigenvectors of the KG as U , suppose
that GFT(xi) = GFT(xj). Then, we have

UTxi = UTxj .

Since UT are set of eigenvectors and are by defini-
tion nonzero, we have

xi = xj .

If xi = xj , it is easy to get GFT(xi) = GFT(xj).
Thus, graph Fourier transformation is bijective.

As for the nonlinear activation function, since
we consider neural networks composed of MLP
layers, the activation function is sigmoid(·) func-
tion. It is easy to find that its inverse function is
f(y) = ln(1− 1

y ). Similarly, we can prove that it
is bijective as well.
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E.2 Step 2
Information gain and loss can only happen in
the linear function in the graph spectral domain.
Without the loss of generality, we set the anchor
random variable as g. Same result can be derived
using any other random variables. Based on the
invariance of MI (Kraskov et al., 2004), we have

MI(x;g) = MI(GFT(x);g),

MI(x;g) = MI(RGFT(x);g),

MI(x;g) = MI(sigmoid(x);g).

(2)

Since we know that

MI(h;g)−MI(x;g) > 0,

and the neural network can well approximate the
mapping, we have

MI(h;g)−MI(x;g)
∼= MI(RGFT(NN(GFT(x)));g)−MI(x;g)

= MI(NN(GFT(x));g)−MI(GFT(x);g) > 0.

If we write NN(·) with n MLP layers as n ×
σ(Linear(·)), we have

MI(NN(GFT(x));g)−MI(GFT(x);g)

= MI(n× σ(Linear(GFT(x));g)−MI(GFT(x);g).

Recursively with equations 2, it is easy to get that
MI only changes in the Linear(·) functions. And
if we can show that linear function in the graph
spectral domain is the graph convolution operation,
we can then easily get that

MI(n× σ(Linear(GFT(x));g)

= MI(n×MLPb(GC(MLPb(x));g).

E.3 Step 3
The linear function in the graph spectral do-
main is the graph convolution operation. Even
if many existing works (Sandryhaila and Moura,
2014; Bruna et al., 2014; Kipf and Welling, 2017)
have provided clear descriptions, we simply re-
illustrate it under the multi-channel setting. Con-
sider the graph filter in Bruna et al. (2014) as an
exmaple.

For a linear function f(x) = W × x, its
weight matrix W ∈ RF×C is parameterized by
Θ ∈ RF×C . If the parameters are not shared
for all nodes, the input X ∈ R|V|×C can be
rescaled in R|V|×C×1, and the weight matrix is
W ∈ R|V|×F×C parameterized by Θ ∈ RF×C×|V|.
The output of this linear function is mapped in
R|V|×F .

Consider the signal in graph convolution, i.e.,
all x in X ∈ R|V|×C . Since parameters are not
shared (Bruna et al., 2014), for one graph filter, the
parameters in gΘ is in RC×|V|×|V| that is parameter-
ized by Θ ∈ RC×|V| with simple diagonalization.
If we have F different graph filters for the convolu-
tion, gΘ is in RF×C×|V|×|V| that is parameterized
by Θ ∈ RF×C×|V|. Here, the graph Fourier trans-
formation of X is GFT(X) ∈ R|V|×C , which can
be rescaled in R1×|V|×C×1 with simple diagonal-
ization. The output is in RF×|V|×|V|×1. Note that
since the parameters in the graph filter is diagonal-
ized, we can rescale the output in R|V|×F .

If we regard the weight matrix W as the parame-
ters in the graph filter gΘ, the input matrix X as the
signal, obviously, the linear function in the graph
spectral space is the graph convolution operation.

E.4 *Step 4
Graph attention can show how information
flows on the graph. Graph attention works as
denoising information from neighbors, since it can
adaptively learn the optimal weights (i.e., atten-
tion coefficients) for different neighbors. If the
node features of a neighbor contain much useless
information for the center node, the learned weight
should be small to denoise that information. It can
show how information (i.e., node features) flows
among nodes on the KG structure.

Consider a graph signal denoising problem that
we aim to extract the ground-truth node features X̂
and edge weights Ân from a graph G = (V, E ,An)
with noise in both node features X and edge
weights An. Here, An is the normalized adjacency
matrix An = D−1/2AD−1/2. To this end, we
formulate the optimization problem under the as-
sumption that the ground-truth node features X̂ are
smooth w.r.t the ground-truth adjacency matrix Ân

and the noise in the graph can be upper-bounded:

X̂∗, Â∗
n = argmin

X̂,Ân

Tr
(
X̂L̂T

nX̂
)

s.t. ∥X̂ −X∥22 ≤ ϵ1,

∥Ân −An∥22 ≤ ϵ2,

(3)

where L̂ = I−Â, ϵ1, ϵ2 ∈ R, are the level of noise
in node features and edge weights, respectively.
Tr(·) indicates the trace of a matrix. By Lagrange
multipliers methods, we can obtain the solution as
following:

X̂∗ =
γ

1 + γ

(
I − 1

1 + γ
Â∗

n

)
, (4)
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Â∗
n = An +

√
ϵ2

X̂∗X̂∗⊤

∥X̂∥22
, (5)

where γ > 0 is the Lagrangian multiplier. Note
that the attention coefficients of GAT (Velickovic
et al., 2018) and AGNN (Thekumparampil et al.,
2018) are obtained by (without less of generality,
we show the results in the first-layer) equation 6
and equation 7, respectively:

ai,j = softmax
(

LReLU
(
a⊤ [WXi∥WXj ]

)
j∈Ni∪{i}

)
,

(6)

ai,j = softmax

([
β

H⊤
i Hj

∥Hi∥∥Hj∥

]

j∈Ni∪{i}

)
, (7)

where LReLU is the leakyReLU; H =
ReLU(XW ), a, W in equation 6, and β, W in
equation 7 are learnable parameters. The attention
coefficents of GAT and AGNN are then used as
the weights of aggregating the neighbohood infor-
mation of nodes. As we can see that equation 5,
equation 6, and equation 7 are in a form of mea-
suring the similarity between paired node features.
Similar to the denoised edge weights obtained in
equation 5, the attention coefficents (i.e. the ag-
gregation weights) between a node and its neigh-
borhoods are proportional to the similarity of their
node embeddings. Therefore, the attention coeffi-
cients of GAT and AGNN can be regarded as the
results of denoised weights on the existing edges
in a graph, i.e., the graph attentions are implicitly
denoising the edge weights.

In general case, graph attention functions as de-
noising edge weights. The input is noisy represen-
tations and the output is the groundtruth. Attention
coefficients show how much distortion is corrected
during the convolution operation. For example, if
the input representations are also groundtruth, there
is no need to fetch information from neighbors to
get output. And edge weights will be reduced to
0, i.e., attention coefficients on edges are calcu-
lated as 0. If the input representations are very
noisy, i.e., much noise are removed, attention co-
efficients on edges should be large to restore the
groundtruth signal. Therefore, in the KI scenario,
we can use attention coefficients in graph atten-
tion in graph convolution layer to interpret the KI
process based on the information flow. As for the
CR and CF, equally, we can use the attention co-
efficients on the self-loop edges for interpretation,
such as how much original information is remem-
bered/forgotten.

F Bijective MLP

Theorem F.1. Give an MLP layer denoted as
MLP(x) = sigmoid(Wx+ b). If W is a square
matrix, there exist a constant λ′

0 > 0 that for any
0 < ϵ < λ′

0, the function below is bijective:

MLPn(x) = sigmoid((W − ϵI)x+ b). (8)

Proof. We first prove that two bijective function
compositions are still bijective. Then, we prove
that adding a small noise on MLP weight matrix
can make it bijective.

Give two MLP function f1(·) and f2(·). Sup-
pose they are injective and suppose f1(f2(x)) =
f1(f2(y)). Since we know that f1(·) is injective,
we have f2(x) = f2(y). Similarly, since f2(·)
is injective, we have x = y. Thus f1(f2(·)) is
injective. Suppose f1(·) and f2(·) are surjective
and z ∈ C. Since we know that f1(·) is surjec-
tive, there exists a set of y ∈ B with f1(y) = z.
Similarly, since f2(·) is surjective, there exists a
set of x ∈ A with f2(x) = y. Then, we have
z = f1(f2(x)) and so z is onto f1(f2(·)). Thus,
f1(f2(·)) is surjective. Therefore, if f1(·) and f2(·)
are bijective, f1(f2(·)) is also bijective.

To prove that the special MLP is bijective, con-
sider an MLP function as

MLP(x) = σ(Wx+ b),

where W ∈ RC×C is the weight matrix and b ∈
RC is the bias. Let

p(t) =
C∏

i=1

(λ′
i − t)

be the characteristic polynomial for weight matrix
W . Here λ′

i are eigenvalues of matrix W . Without
loss of generality, let |λ′

0| = mini |λ′
i|. Then, we

know that for any constant 0 < ϵ < |λ′
0|, we have

det(W − ϵI) = p(ϵ) ̸= 0.

Thus, if the perturbation ϵ is small enough, the
perturbed matrix W ′ = W − ϵI is nonsingular.
Consider the fact that the nonlinear activation func-
tion σ(·) is sigmoid(·) function, which is bijective.
Therefore, the special MLP function MLPn(·) is
bijective.

Note that in practice, we use the floating-point
arithmetic. Consider the float accuracy. Small
errors from the float approximation can be regarded
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as the constant ϵ, and in most cases, it satisfies the
assumption 0 < ϵ < |λ′

0|. Thus, we can regard
MLPs with square weight matrices in practice as
bijective functions.

G Implementation Details

G.1 GCS
In practice, GCS is composed of 3 layers: bijective
MLP layer, graph convolutional layer, and another
bijective MLP layer. As for bijective MLP layers,
since weight matrices in them are square matrices,
the dimension would remain unchanged: 768 for
ERNIE and 1024 for K-Adapter. The nonlinear
activation functions are set as ELU(·) function,
which is also bijective. The learning rate is set as
1e−3, and the dropout rate of the two MLP layers
is 0.2.

Regarding the graph attention, to make sure in-
terpretation results are stable, we apply multi-head
attention mechanism, where the number of atten-
tion head is set as 8. Entity representations are first
embedded into a space with the dimension as 64.
Then, the embedded representations are used to cal-
culate the attention coefficients. Note that since the
purpose is to simulate and interpret the KI process,
we do not split datasets for KI. Considering that
GCS model is very simple for large KGs, overfit-
ting is unlikely to happen. Thus, we optimize GCS
for the whole datasets. Specifically, for K-Adapter,
the whole KG is used for optimization, and results
are used for interpretation. And for ERNIE, since
the KG is very large, we sample a small subgraph
with 1, 344, 393 entities and 3, 240, 272 triples for
optimization (see Table 5), and then implement the
optimized GCS on the whole KG for interpretation.

The objective function of optimizing GCS can
be reconstruction loss minimization or MI maxi-
mization. In this paper, we all select MI maximiza-
tion as the objective. Note that users can use other
objectives such as the reconstruction loss minimiza-
tion. Regarding the MI maximization, we optimize
MI (equation 1) by maximizing the compression
lemma lower bound (Banerjee, 2006) as in Belg-
hazi et al. (2018). The inputs of GCS are X , and
let the output be denoted by Z. We can regard Z
and H as empirical samples of random variables z
and h. Thus, we have:

MI(z;h) ≥ sup
T∈F

EPzh [T ]− log(EPz⊗Ph [e
T ]). (9)

Here, F can be any class of functions T : Ω → R

satisfying certain integrability constraints (Belg-
hazi et al., 2018). Pzh represents the joint distribu-
tion of z and h, and Pz⊗Ph represents the product
of their marginal distributions. In practice, we let
F = {Tθ2} be the set of functions parameterized
by a neural network, and optimize it by stochastic
gradient descent. Then, the objective function can
be rephrased as

max
θ1,θ2

(
EP|V|

z,h

[Tθ2 ]− log
(
EP|V|

z ⊗P|V|
h

[eTθ2 ]
))

,

where z = GCSθ1(x).
(10)

In equation 10, P|V|
z represents the empirical dis-

tribution of z, i.e., Z. If the KG is very large, we
can optimize the network by sampling a small sub-
graph of the KG. In practice, we simply add two
extra MLPs layers to GCS for MI maximization
as (Belghazi et al., 2018). The added two MLP
layers may not be bijective, where the dimension
would be first reduced to 64, then to 1 for MI max-
imization. The nonlinear activation functions are
all set as ELU(·) function, which is also bijective.

For interpretation, we use the attention coef-
ficients on edges and self-loops to analyze the
KI in terms of triples and entities. Different
from Schlichtkrull et al. (2020) that specially de-
signs a discrete function to mask edges that are
not important, we simply introduce a temperature
hyperparameter t and set it as t = 0.1 to make
the attention coefficient distribution hard.18 Thus,
knowledge can be well clustered into learned and
unlearned.

G.2 ERNIE and K-Adapter

KI. To ensure that the experiment settings are fair,
we set hyperparameters as the default values. For
K-Adapter, the code and hyperparameters for KI
that we use are from the official projects19 pub-
lished by the authors (Wang et al., 2021a). The
only two differences are that: we use PyTorch float
32 instead of float 16 since BERT and RoBERTa
that we use are float32, and we use 4 NVIDIA
Tesla V100 GPUs for KI training. For ERNIE,
settings are the same. All hyperparameters for KI
are set as their default values.20 Similarly, float
16 of PyTorch is changed to float 32, and we do
the integration with 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs.

18Note that the principle of hyperparameter selection is to
maximize the MI, i.e., objective function. Users may select
appropriate hyperparameters depending on the situation.

19https://github.com/microsoft/K-Adapter
20https://github.com/thunlp/ERNIE
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Note that the dataset that ERNIE used for KI is
Wikipedia, since the code is to fetch latest version
of it, the data that we use could be slightly different.
Therefore, for both ERNIE and K-Adapter, to en-
sure the fairness, we reproduce their KI, and report
the results of reproduced models instead of results
provided in their papers.
Finetuning. As for the downstream tasks, all the
hyperparameters are consistent with the official
project: either they are given in the project or in
the README. In the same way, float 32 and 4
NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs are chosen to make
sure that the comparison is fair. Note that for
K-Adapter and ERNIE, the best performance for
different datasets is achieved in different settings.
For example, the best performance for K-Adapter
on the OpenEntity dataset is achieved with single
GPU, but on the FIGER dataset is achieved with
four GPUs. Since we focus on the relative perfor-
mance and the fairness of the comparison, we run
finetuning on 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs for all
downstream tasks and all LMs (as well as BERT
and RoBERTa).

H Additional Statistics
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Table 5: Statistics of T-REx-rc and Wikidata. The datasets that K-Adapter and ERNIE use are T-REx-rc and Wikidata.

Datasets
Statistics

# of entities # of triples # of aligned sentences # of entities (optimization) # of triples (optimization)

T-REx-rc 781,275 1,282,504 5,565,478 - -
Wikidata 3,275,534 12,849,311 - 1,344,393 3,240,272

Table 6: Drop statistics for the Integration Experiment.

Datasets
Statistics

Percentage of integrated entities Percentage of integrated triples # of aligned sentences/entity embeddings (integrated knowledge)

T-REx-rc - 28.86% 561,687 out of 5,565,478
Wikidata 61.72% - 2,240,260 out of 3,275,534

Table 7: Performance change of K-Adapter and ERNIE on the OpenEntity dataset with different test sets.

Model (Test set)
OpenEntity

Left test set P R ∆F1-Micro

K-Adapter (w/o IE) 37.44% − 0.33 − 0.37 − 0.35
K-Adapter (w/o UE) 64.46% − 0.18 + 1.12 + 0.47

ERNIE (w/o IE) 27.28% − 18.20 − 25.14 − 22.67
ERNIE (w/o UE) 66.87% − 0.31 + 3.08 + 1.57
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Figure 11: The attention coefficient distributions of edges and self-loops for K-Adapter and ERNIE. The histogram shows the
empirical distributions (i.e., frequency), and the blue curves are the Gaussian kernel density estimate. The black dashed vertical
lines indicate the average values.

Figure 12: An example of different relations. The black solid lines are relations. We can find that nodes connect to multiple
neighbors (e.g., "Logic") are more common than those leaf node (e.g., "OR gate").
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Table 8: Analysis of KI interpretation results for K-Adapter and ERNIE in terms of different types of relations (topology feature).
The percentages of integrated entities/triples, as well as of CR and CF entities for each type of relations are presented.

Statistics
Model K-Adapter on T-REx-rc

1− 1 relation N − 1 relation N −M relation Total

# of triples 21,690 813,674 1,729,644 2,565,008
Integrated triple percentage 58.89% 38.39% 24.00% 28.86%

# of connected entities 21,690 406,837 352,748 781,275
CR entity percentage 41.11% 31.72% 26.02% 29.41%
CF entity percentage 26.40% 30.29% 40.89% 34.97%

Statistics
Model ERNIE on Wikidata

1− 1 relation N − 1 relation N −M relation Total

# of connected entities 1,799 529,186 2,744,549 3,275,534
Integrated entity percentage 70.65% 42.86% 73.33% 68.39%

CR entity percentage 29.41% 56.07% 26.67% 38.28%
CF entity percentage 23.18% 8.65% 37.10% 32.49%

Table 9: The number of aligned sentences for relations.

Relation label
Statistics

# of triples

Place of birth 134,976
Part of 134,999

Date of death 135,190
Date of birth 135,169

Located in the administrative territorial entity 135,055
Country 135,147

Total 5,565,478
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